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NEW QUESTION: 1
An architect is helping an organization with the Logical Design
of an NSX-T Data Center solution.
This information was gathered during the Assessment Phase:
* Customer Is concerned with NSX Manager availability.
* 3 cabinets/racks are available in the data center.
* No integration with 3rd party solution is required.
* There is no budget for physical equipment acquisition.
* The 3 cabinets/racks do not share the same L2 domain.
Which three should the architect include in their design to
address the customer's concern with NSX Manager availability?
(Choose three.)
A. Use another NSX Manger IP in case an appliance falls.

B. Use a physical/internal load-balancer with the cluster.
C. Deploy an NSX Manager Appliance per rack and cluster them.
D. Use separate IP per NSX Manager appliance per rack.
E. Deploy 2 cold standby NSX Manager appliances in rack 2/3.
F. Deploy a single active NSX Manager appliance in rack 1.
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation
Z - Customer is concerned with availability and NSX-T requires
(except for labs) a 3x Mgr cluster must be deployed. You can
use internal HA/VIP &amp; vSphere HA for Mgmt cluster only when
the mgrs. are on the same L2 domain. To do this you need an
external load-balancer, the only one that would meet the "no
3rd party" &amp;
"no physical equipment acquisition" would be a NSX-T Edge LB
though the only answer that lines up with that is (D) and its
worded poorly. (F) and (B) are both wrong/worded even more
poorly. (A) by itself isn't right/wrong but when also looking
at (E) then you know it doesn't cut it. (C &amp; E) are
correct.
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/2.4/install
ation/GUID-72A55651-0031-43A4-9F23-5
https://vxplanet.com/2020/03/26/using-nsx-t-loadbalancer-for-th
e-nsx-t-management-cluster-part-1/ &amp;
https://vxplanet.com/2020/03/26/using-nsx-t-loadbalancer-for-th
e-nsx-t-management-cluster-part-2/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than once correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are designing a one-way integration from the Common Data
Service to another system.
You must use an Azure Function to update the other system. The
integration must send only newly created records to the other
system. The solution must support scenarios where a component
of the integration is unavailable for more than a few seconds
to avoid data loss.
You need to design the integration solution.
Solution: Register a service endpoint in the Common Data
Service that connects to an Azure Service Bus queue.
Register a step at the endpoint which runs asynchronously on
the record's Create message and in the portoperation stage.
Configure the Azure Function to process records as they are
added to the queue.
Does the solution meet the goal?

A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Microsoft Dataverse supports integration with Azure.
For the Dataverse and Azure connection to work, there must be
at least one solution in an Azure Service Bus solution account,
where the solution contains one or more service endpoints.
For a queue endpoint contract, a listener doesn't have to be
actively listening.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/common-dat
a-service/azure-integration

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to implement a solution that addresses the index
monitoring requirements.
What should you do?
A. Create a SQL Server Audit that saves data to a log file, and
then create a SQL Server Audit Specification that gathers data
from the DATABASE_OPERATION group.
B. Schedule a SQL Server Profiler trace, and then save the
trace data to a table in the database.
C. Schedule a SQL Server Agent job that saves data from the
dynamic management views to a table in the database.
D. Create a performance monitor Data Collector Set (DCS) that
monitors the SQL Server counters.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com. The forest contains a single domain. The forest
contains three Active Directory sites named SiteA, SiteB, and
SiteC. The sites contain four domain controllers. The domain
controllers are configured as shown in the following table.
An IP site link exits between each site.
You discover that the users in SiteC are authenticated by the
domain controllers in SiteA and SiteB.
You need to ensure that the SiteC users are authenticated by
the domain controllers in SiteB, unless all of the domain
controllers in SiteB are unavailable.
What should you do?
A. Decrease the cost of the site link between SiteB and SiteC.
B. Disable site link bridging.
C. Create additional connection objects for DC1 and DC2.
D. Create an SMTP site link between SiteB and SiteC.
Answer: A
Explanation:

By decreasing the site link cost between SiteB and SiteC the
SiteC users would be authenticated by SiteB rather than by
SiteA.
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